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we be patriotic if we dont know
the history?
♦

Posted by
Cde.Nuuyoma Neshiko
The Bornfrees should be proud for
themselves to live in an indepent
Namibia.SWAPO has sacrifieced
for them to enjoy peace and stability that their mothers and fathers
could not enjoyed at their
ages.Therefore my appeal to the
Bornfrees to ensure that they register before 30 September 2009.
Most important to turn up in thousands on 27-28 November 2009
at all polling stations coutntry-wide
and vote wisely and that is to vote
for SWAPO and Cde.Hifikepunye
Pohamba. Be part of the Big Celebration that will start on 27 November 2009 -21 March
2010.Only through SWAPO your
future will be sucured. I thank you
Bornfrees.
♦

Posted by Swapo
Tuli (Windhoek, Namibia)
It is our huge responsibility for
us as bornfrees of our motherland to go out there and register.
Let us all register and vote for
our Mighty SWAPO Party.
SWAPO is the only Party that
put its people first, others are
political projects. Lets vote for
our Party to ensure that Unity,
Peace and Economic stability is
maintained and that us as
Namibians enjoy the fruits of our
country. VIVA SWAPO Party,
VIVA!!!!
♦

Posted by Mwila,
Grootfontein
Thank you our Mighty SWAPO
for this discussion focussing on the
bornfrees. I am going to vote for
SWAPO FOR SURE, I am registered already. I call on others to do
the same. One Namibia One Nation!
♦
Posted by Frans
I think the bornfrees have to
track back the events that led to
where we are now as a nation
and why they can vote now. Just
imagine how Nam was 20 yrs
ago? Personally I like what the
ruling party has done in such a
short period. Go register-I was
so excited when I turned 18 during my days, its your right and
your vote only counts much if
you vote for SWAPO.

from page 2

Immeasurable, the pride that it
gave,
And shows the talents that we
still have,
TfieNarnib was crossed by
those who cameto enslave, Who
laid down unkind law on how we
must behave, In our hearts, apartheid they wished to engrave, How
they wished we were not so brave,
To the young generation let it
be told,
That many shed blood and en
du red suffering untold,
To free this land, so full of gold,
Yet freedom is stilffor us to uphold,
Let every veteran be honoured,
For they had the enemy cornered,
In Quito Cuanavale, our moth-

Saara
from page 2

It’s time for a change and
changes will only materialise
when we make things to happen. Voter apathy is a disease
and is dominating among us the
youth. This time around we
must ensure that voter’s apathy
is a thing of the past and that
voting in big numbers and this
will help us to determine our
future and that of our country.
Lets stive/strive for the best and
vote for Swapo Party the only
hope and true political Party in
this Country. Remember you
can only vote when you are registered. Born frees it’s our time
to ensure that Swapo Party win

Sade
from page 2

We have equal opportunity
for all. Programmes are implemented to get our people out of
poverty. We have the provision
of basic services. We have a serious fight against HIV/AIDS
and our people have become
AWARE
.We are different language
groups, but we live like one big
family. The list is long.................
It is a fact that all of us enjoy

ers and fathers triumphed,
So that generations they have
never seen be freed,
We have never been short of
leadership,
With vision,, our mothers and
fathers are so equipped,
Let it be known that long before Obaraa,
We ha¥e been inspired by
Nujoma.
To those born after the arms
were laid down, Be advised you
have duty to pot the cross down,
On the ballot paper and defeat ail
others hands down, For this land
is nobody else’ but your own.
The born free must keep their
pens on paper, IVIasterthe sciences
so that Namibia win future will
matter, You must learn to make machines out of our copper, Harness
the power of the atoms and desalinate our water, Strive to make
wealth, do not falter.

the upcoming election with
100% votes for our future.
Born free, one step further
lets vote for Swapo, for a better
future and peace stability in
Namibia. Those who did not
travelled and suffered will not
appreciate what we are saying
to day. Go to countries like
DRC, Burundi, Sudan,
Rwanda Somaii and see how
voter apathy can bring to the
Country! It must not be us who
bring such a political situation
to our country thus I urge us all
to go and vote for
The Swapo Party and give it
100% victory. Swapo is the
people and the people are
Swapo.
VIVA NAMIBIA, VIVA
the Patriotic Youth!
I thank you!
what I have mentioned above
and who is responsible for it,
the SWAPO GOVERNMENT. Who is the SWAPO
GOVERNMENT? Obviously
SWAPO. This is why I am a
SWAPO member and that is
why we all must vote for
SWAPO in the November
2009 Presidential and National
Assembly Elections.
I enjoy what my parents did
not enjoy and that is freedom,
dignity, respect, and integrity.
Who brought these values back

FOR THE CITY OF WINDHOEK

Tender Invitation
TENDER NO. TRA 121/2009
Description:
Consultancy Services for the Visual Assessment and Report on All Streets in Windhoek,
Tender Documentation and Supervision of a Reseal Contract of Streets in Windhoek
Site Inspection: Compulsory site meeting will be held on Friday 09 October 2009 in the Committee
Room at Customer Care Centre, Rev. Michael Scott Street.
Closing Date:
Friday, 23 October 2009 at 11:00
Tender Documents: Available as from Friday 02 October 2009 at 14h00, at the Customer Care Centre,
Rev. Michael Scott Street, Windhoek.
Levy:
N$ 100.00 (Non-refundable)
Enquiries Technical : Mr. Dirk Reed - Tel: +264 61-290 2333

Enquiries Procurement:

DELIVERY ADDRESS:

Ms. A. S. Shakaalela
Tel: +264-(0) 61-290 2270
Fax +264-(0) 61-290 2331
E-mail: ase@windhoekcc.org.na

Tender Box, Customer Care Centre, City of Windhoek
Rev Michael Scott Street
WINDHOEK
Tender adverts also available on internet - www.cityofwindhoek.org.na , click on News and publications
then click on Tenders
Notice No.92/2009
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Vote SWAPO Party
Vote Pohamba for President
H.E.
Cde
President
Hifikepunye Pohamba is the only
presidential candidate for 2009
Namibian Presidential Elections
and all other Presidential nominees
from opposition parties are just
mere residential candidates destined for their homes. This is true
because after the Presidential Election all opposition leaders will not
go to State House but will go
straight to their own residence
where they will always belong.
The SWAPO PARTY and its Presidential Candidates will always
maintain a hundred percent election victory and respectfully go to
state house now and till the judgment day.
However, one of the newly
formed political tribal projects
Leader does not have his own
house but ironically reside in
SWAPO Party bought house and
yet he oppose SWAPO Party, what
a contradiction? One wonders at
the generosity of SWAPO Party for
not reclaiming its property from a
traitor. In my own considered opinion the oppositions nominees are
not worth state house nor capable
of leading Namibia even for half a
day but the only place they can perhaps be able to lead is their residence / homes as fathers and step
fathers. The reason being that, the
opposition leaders in Namibia simply lack the ability to do the work
because most of them are physically, mentally expired and beyond
repair. They are such cowards that
the slight criticism against them
they run to their friends in the ju-

to us? SWAPO. BORN
FREES, please realise how
lucky and privileged you are
because of SWAPO. We must
ensure that SWAPO stays in
power by giving it the mandate
again and this time an even
stronger MANDATE in NOVEMBER 2009.
All of us, the BORN FREES
included, must do the following to secure the mandate I
talked about:
Go and register before it is
to late, all, but those who became 18 years as well.
Go and vote right, vote
SWAPO.
We have a National Duty
and this is serious business.
There is thus no time for play
VIVA
COMRADE
P R E S I D E N T
HIFIKEPUNYE
POHAMBA VIVA!!!
VIVA FATHER OF THE
NATION
DR
SAM
NUJOMA VIVA !!! VIVA
BORN FREES VIVA !!!!
VIVA WINNING THE
ELECTION WITH A
LANDSLIDE VICTORY,
IN FACT ALL 72 SEATS IN
PARLIAMENT VIVA !!!
SWAPO - UNITED !!!
SWAPO - VICTORIOUS !!!
NOW HARD WORK !!!
NOW HARD WORK !!!
Thank you comrades

diciary to seek quick money from
lawsuits.
Some of them even fail to govern their own personal lives and
properties. We have learnt from the
media (Informante, Thurday, 10
September 2009) that APP (All
People‘s Party) hopeful is in a court
battle and face the possibility of
being evicted from his residence because of N$60,448.00c water and
electricity bills. What this literally
means is that APP Presidential
Nominee is unable to manage his
personal life and home affairs.
Now, how can a nobody who can
not run his own personal life be
entrusted to run the country and
take care of people‘s lives? A nobody cannot take care of somebody.
Furthermore, we have equally
learnt from the Media (Informante,
Thursday, 18 June 12009) that a
certain RDP Presidential nominee
fainted when they were busy glorifying Queen Elizabeth at the British High Commissioner’s official
residence. He fainted while having
a cup of tea in his hand and this
clearly shows that he lacks the
power to even lift a cup of tea from
his hand to take it to his mouth as a
result he fainted and only recovered when he reached his residence
because he is a residential candidate. Now if someone is unable to
lift a cup of tea, how can he lift our
country from the economic meltdown? May I seize this opportunity to advice the RDP nominee to
concentrate on his residential matters than presidential ambitions
because the presidential election
results announcement might be
detrimental to his health and lead
him to Intensive care unit in the
hospital? Which is unfortunate situation which I do not wish to any
living creature on earth. The people
of Namibia know him to well as a
successful failure manifested in
PIDICO, AMCOM and the list is
long. In a nutshell the RDP Presidential Nominee is bad news and
physically expired. The later can be
equally attributed to the hundred
times recycled advanced aged
Presidential Nominees of DTA,
UDF, COD ,RP, NUDO and other
political tribal projects which were
severely defeated by Cde Dr Sam
Nujoma in the past Presidential
Elections. Ironically, the
abovementioned opposition parties
Leaders and NSHR brainless Director were in the past presidential
elections very much vocal and instrumental in discrediting and campaigning against the third term of
Cde Dr Sam Nujoma as proposed
by the majority people of Namibia
saying he must retire because he is
too old while most of them are still
hanging-up to power and craving
for state house as old and depleted
as they are. This, to me is a serious
intellectual dishonesty of the highest order ever committed in
Namibia and most these opposition
leaders are victims of disorganized
minds. The Founding President of
the Republic of Namibia, who is a
world icon, is hundred percent fit
and full of energy to an extent that
he volunteered on heavy national
projects such as rice transplantations, railway constructions and the
list is long while those who claim
to be young cannot even afford to
do manual work or even to lift a
spade. I therefore, beg to propose
that those in opposition political
projects who were saying the

Founding President of the Republic of Namibia should step down
as Head of State must be honest to
themselves and remove their
names from the 72 party lists of
parliamentary candidates just like
what H.E, Cde Hifikepunye
Pohamba, did and only contest for
Presidency. The mere fact that all
opposition leaders are on 72 party
list as well as presidential candidates list shows us how insecure,
greedy and power hungry they are.
For the past few years Namibia
has witnessed leadership nothingness in COD which has resulted in
COD being sliced like a birthday
cake between the splinter groups.
Now, if a COD leader of 300 members from the some church (FFF)
as it was formed and is unable to
lead and unity such a small membership base how can he day dream
of leading a country of more than
two million people? The DTA
leader in the past presidential elections promised each Namibian a
tractor but up until today there is
no tractor or sign of tractors delivered to the electorates as promised.
In Namibia it is only the SWAPO
PARTY that has implemented its
party manifesto fully and this is the
party worth voting for and not political opportunists such as DTA
which literally means Death to Africa.
Namibians and Namibia as
country deserves trusted leaders
such as the SWAPO Party Candidate H.E. Cde Hifikipunye
Pohamba. His name Hifikepunye
means “I am not your equal”. This
is true because he is the might. No
one equals his outstanding presidential standards and caliber to lead
Namibia and Namibians to the attainment of vision 2030. Thank you
to the prophetic Founding President
and Father of the Nation,Cde Dr
Sam Nujoma whose wisdom surpass mankind‘s understanding because he saw the caliber of President Pohamba before everyone
else. We are impressed with his five
years term of office which has witnessed considerable easy of life in
Namibia as such he ought to have
a second chance to lead us as a
president because he has the ability and energy to do the work better than any opposition leader/s.
In conclusion, it is biblically
tested that god created people in his
own image and in Namibia the
people are SWAPO and SWAPO
is the People and now if you are
not a SWAPO Party Member then
what are you? Stop deceiving yourself with foreign funded political
tribal political projects in the name
of opposition parties because you
lack the mandate, history and solid
foundation which SWAPO Party
enjoys from the Namibian people.
It is evident that SWAPO Party is
hot and strong each and every passing day towards the election and
soon all opposition parties will be
electro shocked through the ballot
box and forever buried in a political scrap yard. It is a well known
fact that all peace loving Namibian
will always vote for SWAPO Party
and SWAPO Party will win all 72
seats in the National Assembly and
govern Namibia until the second
coming of Jesus Christ, amen.
Cde Charles Siyauya
SPYL: National Executive
and Central Committee Member.

